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Davis-Besse: Near Miss And Missed Opportunity

Presentation of Nuclear Information and Resource Service on
The United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission on the Davis-Besse Vessel Head

Thank you. My remarks today are focused on the Task Force evaluation of the agency’s
scraping of the Order to shut down Davis-Besse for Bulletin 2001-01 safety inspections.
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It is now broadly recognized that a lack of effective NRC oversight and enforcement
at Davis-Besse eroded the public trust in the agency’s regulatory decision-making
process and placed safety at undue risk.

FirstEnergy’s deliberate neglect destroyed the Davis-Besse reactor vessel head and
significantly risked a nuclear accident. The recurrent lack of effective NRC oversight
further eroded a hole in the public’s trust of the agency’s commitment to safety.

The agency’s Reactor Oversight Process (ROP) erroneously represented that FirstEnergy
was maintaining its focus on safety. Plant Assessments conducted by NRC failed to even
mention the blizzard of corrosive boron snow driven by Reactor Coolant System leakage
inside containment.

While FirstEnergy eventually admitted that placing production over safety requirements
had became a routine course of business over a period of years, NRC has yet to admit its
role in prioritizing company profit margins over public safety margins.
Task Force Final Report does not provide an adequate review of regulatory issues such as the abandonment of Regulatory Guide 1.174

The Final Report fails to address the agency’s justification for abandoning its risk analysis technique as outlined in Regulatory Guide 1.174 “An Approach for Using Probabilistic Risk Assessment In Risk-Informed Decisions On Plant-Specific Changes to the Licensing Basis.”

The NRC policy statement on Probabilistic Risk Assessment encourages greater use of this analysis technique in safety decision-making. It provides the staff and the licensee with clearly established governing safety policies and procedures through a set of five principles.

The five principles were applied by NRC staff in September 2001 as the basis for issuing an Order to non-complying licensees to perform inspections of Control Rod Drive Mechanisms nozzles per request of the Bulletin. Staff concluded that four of the five safety principles were not met. And the fifth, a special circumstance existed where current regulations were inadequate.

Using the guidance, staff concluded that Davis-Besse was not safe to operate beyond December 31, 2001 and “determined a potentially hazardous condition may exist, such that the integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary may not be maintained at the Davis Besse Nuclear Power Station.” An Order was finalized in mid-November to shutdown Davis-Besse for safety inspections and presented to the Commission but never issued.

Following the abandonment of the Order on November 29, 2001, staff requested that the assessment of the five principles be discussed in a briefing to the Executive Director of Operations and the Commission’s Technical Assistants.

The staff viewgraph acknowledged again that four of its five safety principles were NOT met for the extension of Davis-Besse’s operation beyond the Bulletin advisory.

RG 1.174 SAFETY PRINCIPLES

- Current Regulations are met
  - It is likely that, if inspections were performed today, current regulations are not met with respect to TS [technical specifications] requirements and GDC [General Design Criteria in the Code of Federal Regulations]
- Defense-in-depth is maintained
  - It is likely that one of 3 barriers is degraded
  - However, Davis-Besse has a large, dry containment (conditional LERP [Large Early Release Probability] is 1.5E-03)
- Sufficient safety margins are maintained
  - It is likely that safety margins are reduced
• Only a small increase in CDF results
  - Incremental $\Delta$CDF (no comp measures) is 1.1E-06/ry to 1.3E-04/ry
  - Baseline CDF is xE-05/ry (not including external events)
• The basis of risk management is monitored using performance measurement strategies
  - Will not occur until inspection is performed

[From staff assessments to EDO, 11/30/2001]

We question the agency’s confidence levels in the core damage evaluation given the large and numerous uncertainties in predicting cracks; given that NRC staff knew FirstEnergy had never fully inspected the reactor pressure vessel boundary and; given an internal NRC communication dated November 8, 2001 where FirstEnergy Vice President of Nuclear Operations acknowledges to the agency that “there is a high likelihood that they [Davis-Besse] have leaks” in the primary pressure boundary.

In fact, NRC Daily Status Report on the Bulletin dated November 30, 2001, staff acknowledged that NOT ONE of the principles was met with confidence:
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“Although operation in this condition could result in $\Delta$CDF and ICDP [Incremental Core Damage Probability] values that are above the normally accepted guidelines of RG 1.174 and RG 1.182, the analyses also indicate that the consequences of such an event would not constitute undue risk to the health and safety of the public.”

Despite findings that said “Don’t do it”, the process was derailed to extend the operation at Davis-Besse beyond the Bulletin advisory. In so doing, NIRS contends the agency unreasonably gambled an accident.

Given that containment sump system screens were subsequently found to be grossly undersized, a re-analysis of accident consequences would likely show an undue risk to public safety, as well.

The Task Force did not acknowledge, evaluate nor make recommendations on the NRC management action to abandon the studied judgment of the agency’s established risk analysis technique for safety decision-making.
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The Task Force report does not adequately address documented financial considerations made by NRC management that prioritized production over public safety requirements.

The abandonment of the Order and subsequently its regulatory basis is the result of an agency management culture that prioritized the corporate and financial concerns of FirstEnergy executives.
The Task Force report outlines that Davis-Besse’s Technical Specifications (TS) require the reactor to begin shutdown within six hours of a determination of reactor leakage and cold shutdown within 30 hours.

The Task Force finding that NRC does not consistently enforce its licensing agreements for maintaining the reactor pressure boundary is extremely disturbing in light of the certainty of the adage “Rust never sleeps.”

For NIRS, the agency’s inconsistency speaks more clearly of an arbitrary policy of enforcement discretion on a matter vital to safety.

An internal email from an NRC manager to the Commission states, “we could have made an argument for immediate shutdown, but we are exercising discretion in allowing them to go to December 31st, but not beyond.”

Another NRC internal communication states, “I said we can justify today to shut these plants down however we are exercising discretion noting it would clearly be punitive to immediately shut a plant down and they sit there for a month waiting to obtain the correct inspection equipment etc…”

NIRS questions the use of the word “punitive” in what sense? We can only conclude that an early shutdown for safety inspections is punitive to the company’s maximum capacity factor and its annual financial reports.

Internal Commission communications dated November 21, 2001 clarify that FirstEnergy President Bob Sanders had spoken earlier to NRR Director Sam Collins to say that he did not want an order because idling the plant would have financial impacts. Interestingly enough, an email from the previous day by the Resident Inspector told staff that he had sat in on the station’s morning management meeting and observed, “that licensee management expressed cautious optimism that the NRC would approve their plans to defer inspections until April 2002.” Staff stated their surprise as “This is contrary to the message that was sent to D-B on Thursday, 11/14/2001.”

The Order was never issued.
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Near Miss and Missed Opportunity

The Task Force Report did not review nor make recommendations regarding the significant missed opportunity for NRC to have restored a measure of public confidence and trust by issuing the Davis-Besse Order. The agency could have demonstrated its commitment to public safety by enforcing the licensing agreement made with Davis-Besse as established by Federal law.

The NRC missed an opportunity to demonstrate a lesson learned from 1996 cover when TIME magazine “caught the Nuclear Regulatory Commission at a dangerous game that it
has played for years: routinely waiving safety rules to let plants keep costs down and stay online.”

Millions of lives ride on NRC safety decisions each day.

NIRS concurs with the emergency enforcement petition recently filed by Ohio Congressman Dennis Kucinich. It is more appropriate for NRC to set the example of its commitment to safety by holding a revocation hearing of FirstEnergy’s license rather than to proceed any further on the restart of the Davis-Besse’s reactor.